
We live in exponential times; the challenge of climate 
change is undeniable.  Government, Industry and individuals 
are coming together in a common goal; to reverse the trend of 
accelerating carbon emissions. Technology is also evolving at 
an exponential rate; as designers and professionals within the 
construction industry we must innovate to develop buildings 
and systems that make a net positive contribution to the 
carbon crisis. 

In addressing this crisis, we, as designers and 
professionals must mediate between technology and the 
occupant; ensuring that high performance does not come at 

the expense of human experience. We must ensure our 
designs are truly people centred and designed to 

anticipate their evolving needs. 
New York is the perfect test case for 

this challenge. Aging office stock is 
due a re-boot; but how can we 

bring existing buildings up to 
meet the requirements 

of the ambitious 
Green New            

D e a l 

goals whilst also improving the quality of workspace for 
occupants, including improved quality of daylighting and better 
access to nature?

The solution has to be simple, so it can be applied to any 
building, cost effective, so it is attractive to building owners and 
adaptive, so it can be tailored to suit different environments and 
orientations. 

The solution has to consider the impact it will have over 
its lifecycle and ensure that it makes a net positive contribution 
though its application. We must design with a consideration of 
de-construction, re-use and retrofit. 

Our response to this challenge comprises two systems; 
a simple unitized triple-glazed curtain wall of identical bays; and 
overlaid on this is the Adaptive Net; a system of tension cables, 
tuned to the buildings structural frame, creating an occupied 
zone outside of the simple regular cladding. 

The Adaptive Net systems approach allows designers to 
analyse the specifics of the building’s locale, and select 

different functions accordingly, to protect against 
environmental conditions such as traffic noise, 

air pollution, solar gain, glare and wind 
chill, as well as drawing benefit from 

views and nature, all to enhance 
occupants’ wellness. 

SECOND SKIN ― The Adaptive Net

The Adaptive Net is applied to a regular curtain wall system
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In order to evaluate how the Adaptive Net adapts to the 
conditions, we created graphs of sun path, building shading, and 
(assumed/imagined) air quality, wind and noise pollution. We also 
assessed where views were best for staff wellness. We then designed a 
series of bay size accessories that could be supported by the Adaptive 
Net; a kit-of-parts of lightweight components that could easily be 
attached and that offer improved environment or useful amenity to 
building users. 

Air Quality Noise Wellness
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Air Quality: A detailed air quality survey would 
identify where mixed mode or natural ventilation 
may be achievable, as well as identifying where 
openable windows would be best located.

Noise: Understanding the local acoustic drivers 
would support an optimised distribution of 
absorptive elements and support the arrangement 
of winter gardens, affording the opportunity for 
occupants to experience external conditions in a 
sheltered environment.

Wellness: A study of views to local green spaces, 
and the development of a biophilic strategy in 
response to optimal growing conditions can afford 
the occupants a closer experience of nature .

Wind - Annual NYC

Wind: The corners of orthogonal buildings 
experience wind turbulence that can reduce the 
comfort of users on terraces and balconies as 
well as reduce wind effects at street level. The 
components of the skin help to dissipate strong 
wind conditions and render external spaces more 
usable.

Solar Radiation - Summer Solar Radiation - Winter

Solar Analysis: Our analysis identified areas of the façade which required shading to prevent excessive 
cooling loads and zones where light shelves might be optimised to both minimise glare as well as driving 
daylight deeper into the plan. This mapping also allowed us to optimise the landscape strategy to propose 
greening that would thrive within the range of exposures.

Sunlight Hours - WinterSunlight Hours - Summer

Sunlight: Our response considered the sunlight hours at both extremes of summer and winter. This allowed 
us to evaluate where light reflecting devices would be beneficial and where glare was likely to occur. It was 
also used to set the brief for the landscape and planting response.

63 Madison Avenue, c. 1960. A typical single glazed curtain walling 
(assumed) with protruding masonry column casings
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1. To shade the clear glass of 
the curtain wall. 

Most new office buildings have a 
selective coating within the double-glazed 
unit to reduce the heating effects of the sun 
on the façade, cutting light transmittance 
to about 45%. For visual uniformity this 
is often applied to all facades. Instead 
by stopping the sun with a series of 
devices carried by the Adaptive Net, the 
glass can be much clearer - up to 80% 
light transmittance. Shading the building 
remotely stops the sun’s rays hitting the 
façade and warming the building fabric. 

2. To catch sunlight at low levels 
and bring it deep into the floorplate. 

Typical of many New York offices, 
63 Madison has very deep floorplates. A 
major challenge is getting daylight deep 
inside the plan to avoid reliance on electric 
lighting. This is aggravated by the poor 
insulation of the existing façade meaning 
that whoever sits at the façade is likely to 
pull the blind down in summer to keep out 
the heat. The new curtain walling unit has a 
deep sill, painted white. This is a very simple 
method of reflecting daylight onto the 
ceiling and deeper into the plan. In addition 
to this, within the Adaptive Net, are a series 
of reflective light shelves shaped to scoop 
light into the building. These are placed at 
strategic locations where they perform the 
function of bouncing light into the plan.

3. To give occupants of the 
building direct access to the 
outside. 

To give occupants of the building 
direct access to the outside. The Adaptive 
Net holds a series of outdoor amenities 
for the building’s users; from narrow shelf 
balconies (for growing your tomatoes) to 
bigger balconies to allow people to step out 
into the sun, or glazed-in winter gardens to 
create pleasant north facing quiet spaces, 
shielded from traffic noise. -Even pergolas 
with trellis planting where sunny growing 
conditions allow. In addition, where the 
building has the best views, at the corners, 
the Net can open up to maximise outdoor 
amenity giving views along the streets to 
the park beyond.

Sketch - Initial response: 
Design bays to draw on specific site conditions- bring green to occupants, 
with balconies and shade below

Early conceptual sketch:
Second skin is loose-fit and responds to specific site conditions

Early conceptual section and elevation:
Adaptive Net contrasts and compliments regular curtain wall geometry
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63 Madison Avenue

The advantage of the Adaptive Net is that the curtain wall behind 
can be simple and repetitive. The internal envelope is a unitised system, 
designed to achieve high thermal performance, with an efficient 
thermal line minimising the perimeter/area ratio and thermal breaks. 
The temperature fluctuations experienced in New York, coupled with 
the slow rate of de-carbonisation in the city’s steam system mean that 
high insulative performance is one of the key drivers, to minimise the 
buildings reliance on steam and thereby minimising its carbon footprint.

The external skin is a system assembled from a simple family 
of replicable components, but each component can be fabricated 
with variations allowing the skin to be parametrically optimised to the 
site conditions. Shading devices and balcony depths are optimised 
to minimise cooling loads without detrimentally impacting the quality 
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of daylight or driving up energy usage through heating or artificial 
lighting. 

Because the second skin provided by the Adaptive Net, is 
calibrated to protect the inner envelope from excessive solar gains, 
the glazing requirement for reflective coatings is negated.  A low-e 
coating is provided to enhance U-value yet the system is still able to 
achieve 80 percent light transmission.

Parametrically optimised light reflectors within the system 
bounce light up to the soffit increasing the permeation of daylight 
within the floorplate.  At the crown of the building the skin maximises 
the volumes permitted under New York zoning agreements to create a 
series of larger sheltered environments. To the south and on the roof, 
integrated photovoltaics maximise renewable energy. 

1
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Axonometric showing application of 
different bay types within Adaptive Net

Response

4

Item Key Facility Function Location Orientation
1 Light shelf Deep light penetration Mid level SW, NW

2 Horizontal brise soleil Sun shading Mid/upper SW

3 Vertical brise soleil Sun shading Upper NW

4 Shallow /  “Juliet” balcony Staff amenity/wellness Low level SW, NW

5 Deep balcony External access/amenity Mid/upper SW, NW

6 Trellis/Pergola Addition to above - -

7 Winter garden Acoustic buffer/amenity Low/mid SW, NW, NE

8 Multi-storey winter garden Stack cooling/ventilation Upper NE

9 PVs Power generation Upper SW

Design Drivers Analysis - Combined Unfolded Elevation showing 
challenges and opportunities for facade enhancement

Design Drivers Analysis - Mapping Facilities Over Analysis - Using different 
bay types to ameliorate challenges and exploit opportunities

North Elevation West Elevation South Elevation

North Elevation South Elevation

Facade Response Summary - Different bay types cluster on facades 
creating a site specific response for all to see

North Elevation South Elevation

West Elevation

West Elevation



The Existing Building - removal of masonry column cladding shows steels are recessed: new cladding can be flush to reduce surface area

Energy
The feasibility of tackling New York’s aging building stock to 

address this challenge involves a holistic strategy and cannot be limited 
to the performance of the envelope alone.  In terms of items/changes 
that will make our building more efficient we have decided to consider:
• Facade retrofit (extra efficiency due to the new and improved 

envelope)

• Lighting Retrofit – LED/Daylight dimming

• Demand control ventilation AHUs and heat recovery 

In order to estimate the future operational carbon emission 
reductions due to the facade retrofit, it is necessary to factor the 
reduced whole building energy loads according to the carbon intensity 
of the energy sources. For 63 Madison Avenue, this consists of steam 
and electricity. It has been assumed that the carbon intensity of the 
steam system shall remain at the 2016 Energy Star factor levels, while 
the carbon intensity of the electrical grid can only be estimated. Multiple 
measures of carbon intensity of the grid exist, including the NYC GHG 
Inventory, Energy Star carbon factors, and carbon factors set by Local 
Law 97 (LL97), among others.

Daylight
Simulations of the existing building’s current façade system 

and solar exposure has demonstrated that a high level of glare is 
experienced, particularly adjacent the south façade. These high levels 
are not optimal for working conditions and may be deemed un-usable, 
driving occupants to lower internal blinds and rely on artificial lighting 
instead of natural. 

Structure
The superstructure of 63 Madison Avenue is a steel framed 

building with concrete floors, the perimeter steelwork provides an 
easily accessible system for structural support and establishes a 
primary grid for the proposal.

Environment
The site presents a hard urban environment, thin on biological 

diversity and inhospitable to pedestrians during hot and humid 
summers. The introduction of a ‘second skin’ facade system brings 
opportunities to create biodiverse habitats with immediate and 
sustainable benefits to people and our planet.

The Adaptive Net aims to improve the building’s energy 
performance and enhance the quality of workspace for occupants by 
enabling deeper light penetration, open access to outdoor amenity 
spaces and framing views to the surrounding local context. Similarly, 
the landscape strategy proposes to entwine planting with the new 
facade system to provide seasonal shading where appropriate, further 
enhancing occupants’ well-being and helping refresh the building’s 
identity and sense of place along the prestigious Madison Avenue.

New York City - Buildings, c. 1960s, where the ‘second skin’ 
system could be considered

Existing building on a sunny day with blinds lowered

M

ADISON

AV E N U

E

NYC Electrical Grid Carbon Intensity Forecast

63 Madison Avenue

Existing 
Building
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The Adaptive Net is a simple tensile support system, using 
lightweight cables supported by the building’s primary frame and 
strutted off the curtain wall mullions to avoiding cold bridging. In order 
to establish the requirements for each façade bay, an assessment 
of the known conditions and existing amenity are made. These 
include solar gain and site shading, and in a real design solution could 
assess measurements of air pollution and the acoustic environment. 
As well as keeping the heat of the sun out, we also want to bounce 
daylight further into the building; And as well as controlling physical 
environmental factors, we aim to enhance occupants’ wellness 
by giving direct access to the outside balconies, support external 
planting and draw attention to existing views of green spaces etc. 

The advantage of this loose fit Adaptive Net is the curtain 
walling can be a simple repetitive system; identical on all facades, 
with good insulation but very clear glass. The addition of sun shading, 
light-shelves (to bounce light into the floorplate) various types of 
balcony, winter garden and planting trellis can also be supported from 
the net, adapting to the different conditions and requirements of the 
environment. 

The Net is strutted off the façade 4’ at structural column 
nodes and 2’ at curtain wall/slab-edge junctions. The Net stretches 
over the cornice line and captures the upper set back floors, which 
creates a larger five floor zone enabling more complex facilities to 
be introduced, supported on the Net. Holding the brise soliel further 
away from the façade makes it more effective. Vertical brise soliel is 
introduced where the sun comes round to the North West. An array 
of photovoltaics is orientated to the southern meridian and a tall 
multi-level winter garden to the North East. This is ventilated top and 
bottom and operates as a stack ventilation system, drawing air off the 
floorplate.

Structural Support Reactions - facade is fixed through 
the curtain wall

Structural Forces in Cables - held in tension to 
minimise sections sizes

Structural Global Deformations - Adaptive Net can be flexible and 
doesn’t need to be limited to building movement tolerances

Curtain wall is identical on all facades providing fixing 
points to fix the Net back to the structure, and providing 
a door out where required

The Adaptive Net is alternately fixed through the 
the curtain wall to the structure and restrained by 
brackets from mullions

All facade features are carried by the Adpative Net 
and could be changeable throughout the life of the 
building

x
xxx
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7
System 
Design

A simple standardised curtain wall, with good recycling 
potential:

Common wisdom suggests New Yorkers will have to give up fully 
glazed curtain walling to comply with the city’s Climate Mobilisation Act, but 
we have found that with a combination of triple glazing (to improve U-value) 
brise soliel (to improve solar gain) and implementing basic building services 
efficiencies (to reduce carbon emissions) keeping a fully glazed façade is 
eminently achievable. 

The curtain walling itself is a simple unitised system on a 5’ module. 
Vertical column casings and floorplate spandrels have been removed 
and replaced with matching flush aluminium closer panels, reducing the 
building’s surface area. Each four-panel bay has a desk height spandrel 
panel for three glazed bays, and an option of a double glazed door for the 
fourth. As solar shading is dealt with within the Adaptive Net, all glass is Low 
E coated only, maximising light transmittance. 

System Life
Most components in a facade are generally expected to last longer 

than 40 years.  Insulating glass units (IGUs) need replacement after 25 
years.  Given that 45% of the facade’s embodied carbon is in glass, we 
should produce glazing units which perform like conventional IGUs yet last 
longer.

After around 25 years, condensation may appear between glass 
panes once the seal has failed and desiccant has become saturated. 
The seal ruptures as a result of reversing pressure differentials between 
atmosphere and the cavity.1

We have approached this problem by capturing some of the 
principles of a closed cavity facade (CCF) system but in a more simplified 
manner. We propose to create a dry-sealed IGU as opposed to the 
conventional wet-sealed construction.  

2020 2024 2030 2045

• Electric Grid is 100% 
Renewable

• Further reduction in 
emissions

• Electric Grid is 40% Renewable
• LL97 2030-2034 Limit (4.5 kg CO2/sf)

• Reduction in carbon emissions due to 
proposed facade integration

• LL97 2024-2029 Limit (8.5 kg CO2/sf)

8.5 kg CO2/sf

4.5 kg CO2/sf

Existing Facade
• Single glazed (assumed)
• Masonry column casings
• No access to exterior

Proposed Facade 2020+
• New system will take 4 years to 

offset embodied carbon potential
• Better daylight penetration, better 

views outside, better staff amenity

Proposed Facade 2030+
• The second skin can be adapted to offer 

new facilities per bay, based on changing 
conditions or tenant demands.

• Natural ventilation opportunities can be 
explored on the inner skin

Proposed Facade 2045+
• After 25 years all New York transport is 

electric - the opaque spandrel panels on 
the facade can be replaced with a natural 
ventilation system

• Simple, efficient demount/install strategy

• Existing Building to undergo 
facade transformation
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To tackle the reversing pressure issue, we will maintain a small positive 
pressure relative to atmospheric pressure within the 16mm cavities, by 
pneumatically connecting them to a low-draw mechanical ventilation 
system in the same way that a CCF cavity is maintained.  The gas will be 
actively conditioned and dried leading to no desiccant requirement within 
the cavities.  This system should increase the anticipated 25 year service 
life up to 40 years or more.

To future-proof, the unit could be disassembled easily and coated 
glass plies replaced with the latest technology.  Ideally the technology would 
be developed in the meantime to strip old coatings from the existing glass 
panes so they could be reused rather than down-cycled. The interior glass 
pane could be kept in place during disassembly to minimise the impact on 
the operational use of the building.

(Reference 1 “Preventing Insulating Glass Failures”. Igmaonline.org. Retrieved 13 
February 2020.)

Long Life, Loose Fit
As air quality improves in the city, we anticipate that the building can 

be retrofitted with a natural ventilation system by removing the opaque 
spandrel panels and inserting operable insulated louvres in their place. 
These would connect to a ventilation duct running into the space between 
the slab and computer flooring.  This could potentially reduce the steam 
space cooling loads which represents some 35% of the refurbished 
building’s carbon emissions in 2030 – the largest contributor to the carbon 
emissions by some margin.

Life Cycle
The team has been thinking about embodied energy and about 

end-of-life design at the outset. Both glass and aluminium are good in 
recycling if used thoughtfully. Curtain walling extrusions can easily be 
made of recycled aluminium But in terms of end-of-life recycling, the glass 
units can be developed to be serviceable and future-proofed using dry 
cavity pressure equalisers and replaceable desiccant chambers.  Similarly, 
no laminate glass is used, as composite materials are harder to recycle. 

For typical commercial/office building construction, the primary 
structure can be considered to have larger contribution to global warming 
potential (GWP) in comparison to the facade and internal construction 
which is measured by embodied carbon consumption (kgCO2eq/ m2). 
In a case study investigating the GWP of 25 office buildings, the facade 
contributed to 24% of the total GWP.

(Hilderbrandet al. 2014). 

The concept design strategy for this project involves the retrofit of 
the facade without intervention to the primary structure. This leaves the 
facade as the primary contributor to GWP. However, with a much smaller 
GWP impact than the primary structure (approx. 25%), it provides a greater 
opportunity to feasibly offset this impact through other interventions 
(e.g. reduced operational carbon consumption). Furthermore, by only 
retrofitting the facade and not the primary structure, approximately 70% of 
the GWP for the building is potentially avoided, significantly lessening the 
environmental impact.

In summary, the average GWP for the facade retrofit is 23 CO2eqkg/
sqft per total facade area. When considering the entire floor area of the 
building, the facade of the building has a GWP of approximately 4 CO2eqkg/
sqft consumed over the total floor area. Therefore, considering the 
estimated operational carbon reductions, it will take approximately 4 years 
to offset the embodied carbon global warming potential of the proposed 
facade retrofit. This is less the typical 25-30 year facade design life and 
hence the remaining period of facade design life following ‘payback’ shall 
create a carbon offset.

Carbon Payback
It will take approximately 4 years to offset the embodied carbon global 

warming potential of the proposed facade transformation. This is less the 
typical 40-year facade design life and hence the remaining period of facade 
design life following ‘payback’ shall create a carbon offset.

Detail - Base of dry sealed IGU

Triple Glazed Unit composed 
of monolithic glass panels 
clamped by dry-gasket seal 
system

Pneumatic 
tubes linked to 
centralised low-
draw mechanical 
ventilation 
system

OPERATIONAL CARBON OFFSET

POST-FACADE RETROFIT

EMBODIED CARBON



Amenity & Productivity
The secondary spaces afforded by the second skin; winter-
garden, balcony, sheltered terrace, pergola, trigger a variation 

in opportunity for the primary working spaces adjacent to 
them. A consideration of diverse users, and differing 

working tasks can support productivity mapping; 
effectively pairing user or task with spaces: an 

occupant with specific comfort needs, or a 
workspace to support specific tasks might 
be paired with the appropriate envelope 
component. Workspaces that might support 
individual focussed tasks might be paired with 
a winter gardens, breakout and social spaces 
might be linked by balconies within the second 
skin. New communal public spaces, sheltered 
from wind and overheating, open up onto the 
building terrace. These  provide amenity to 

all building occupants and serve as a catalyst 
space,encouraging social interaction.

New microclimates for plants and people
The landscape design aims to complement the 

environmental and operational enhancements afforded by 

the new facade. The proposed planting responds to a matrix of 
expected solar and ambient conditions (light, heat, humidity and 
seasonal variations) multiplied across the range of amenity spaces 
and facade components (balconies, winter gardens and terraces; 
shading devices and reflectors). Planting types for each combination 
establish parameters for eventual plant species selections that can be 
customised for specific building tenants.  

Sense of place, natural and cultural heritage, biodiversity 
and resilience

Often celebrated for its cultural diversity, New York City 
(‘Mannahatta’) comprised a biologically diverse and fertile natural 
landscape of hills, valleys, forests, fields, freshwater wetlands, salt 
marshes, beaches, springs, ponds and streams, supporting a wide 
range of wildlife and sustaining people for thousands of years before 
European settlers arrived in the 1600s. 

We propose to draw from these 55 ecological communities to 
create a baseline planting palette to increase biodiversity and improve 
ecological resilience within this highly built urban environment. 

We also propose to incorporate a selection of non-native plants 
to broaden the range of habitats and landscape amenities on the site. 
This is made possible in the new microclimates created by the new 
facade system. 

North Elevation - Planting Strategy South Elevation - Planting Strategy (Animated)West Elevation - Planting Strategy

Large multi-storey 
winter garden; usable 
space for all round 
amenity and events

Second skin amenity 
areas

Second skin amenity 
areas

Vertical / horizontal fins 
applied to second skin 
for shading

Outdoor terrace 
space

Rainwater funneling 
down second skin cable 
structure for irrigation of 
planters on facade below

Enhance Big Views
Connection to 
green space

SOUTH WEST NORTH

Enhance Big Views
Connection to 
green space

SOUTH WEST NORTH

Enhance Big Views
Connection to 
green space

SOUTH WEST NORTH
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Adaptive net provides a 
range of facilities tailored to 
location on facade

At the ‘Crown’, photovoltaics provide 
power for hydroponic planting and funnel 
rainwater through cables to lower levels

Sunshading and light 
reflectors suspended off net

Planting on terrace 
encourages interaction with 
the outside

Upper Levels - North Elevation

Second Skin allows occupants the ability to come outside and interact with the city

Upper Levels -West Elevation Upper Levels - South Elevation

View along Level 12 Terrace (South elevatio
n)

Typical Winter Garden



Energy consumption - Existing vs Upgrade Site Energy Use Intensity Daylight model; plans and elevations

Energy
The results below show the improvement achieved in 

terms of heating and cooling loads due to the façade retrofit. 
Considerable reduction in heating demand is achieved 
through the use of a curtain wall with triple glazing units and 
double low-e coating to reduce thermal loss. Cooling loads 
are also reduced by the external shading systems adopted 
for the new facade; however, the reduction is considerably 
lower compared to the heating loads as the building is 
already heavily shaded by the surrounding buildings.

Daylight
Daylight levels are influenced by the massing of the surrounding 

buildings. As such, the daylight penetration is moderate at the lower 
floors, and it increases for the upper storeys (6th Floor and above) as 
shown in the Daylight Autonomy charts.

However, this brings excessive daylight levels near the facade 
(the first 2-4 meters) which is likely to cause a risk of glare. This is likely 
to push occupants to keep internal blinds lowered - as evidenced 
by the photographs included in this report and in the presentation 
panels.

As a consequence, the daylight levels are likely to drop 
significantly, particularly on the south-west and north-west facades 
which the daylight modelling shows being more prone to the issue of 
glare.

The new façade design aims at addressing these issues. A 
system of external shading/reflector devices was developed with the 
purpose of:

- providing shading;
- reducing the risk of glare;
- increasing daylight penetration and uniformity;
- preserving views out.
By re-composing the elevation, we raised the clear proportion of 

the façade. This, combined with bright / reflective ceiling paint, helps 
daylight reaching deeper into the floorplate.

Furthermore, we increased the height of the insulated spandrel 
panel up to the height of the work-plane (800mm from FFL), which 
improves thermal performance without affecting daylight levels, and 
we provided a deep white reflective window sill, which contributes 
towards increasing the daylight penetration.

Connection to greenery and 
outdoors from office space; 

enhanced views outside

Additional staff amenity 
every floor

WINTER 
GARDEN

SHALLOW / DEEP 
BALCONY

LABEL:

High performance glazing with low e-coating to 
maximise views out; adaptive shading/ reflectors 

to control solar gains and glare and improve 
daylight penetration into floorplate
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60% 
reduction

19% 
reduction

The graph below describes the metered energy used 
by the existing building (with existing facade) in 2017 (CY2017 
submission to LL84) –the breakdown in the different type of 
loads is an estimate considering the type of plant currently used 
in the building and based on typical energy usage in commercial 
buildings in NY.

The bar in the middle shows the potential annual reduction 
in whole building energy consumption through the reduced 
cooling and heating loads as a result of the facade retrofit. 
This shows an estimated 20% reduction from 117 kBtu/sf to 
93 kBtu/sf annually. The bar on the right side shows potential 
improvements considering additional retrofits to energy-
efficient appliances (15% use reduction), lighting retrofit (40% 
use reduction), and demand control ventilation AHUs + heat 
recovery (30% use reduction).

The daylight modelling shows that the new façade arrangement allows the 
passive area to be entirely daylit (sDA = 100%) plus increases the percentage of the 
floor area which receives good daylight (Average UDI from 48.5% to 69.5%), which 
represents an increase of 21%, significantly reducing the area at risk of glare.

63 Madison Avenue

Building 
Performance
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The Adaptive Net allows each floorplate to benefit from many different facade types, providing different work environments.

Poor penetration of daylight 
into floorplate results in higher 
lighting load

Improved daylight penetration 
results in lower lighting load

Direct sunlight to Interior 
surfaces results in areas of 
intense glare

Full height clear vision triple 
glazing improves daylighting and 
views and U and G Values

Old single or double glazing has 
poor U and G Values resulting in 
poor thermal performance

Light shelf diffuses direct 
sunlight deeper into floorplate

Direct sunlight heats facade 
and interior, blinds are drawn for 
thermal and visual comfort

Low level insulated panel 
improves overall U-Value 
withought reduction in light 
penetration or views

Large solid panels and column 
encasements reduce daylighting 
and views

External light shelf reflects direct 
sunlight onto interior ceiling 
without generating glare

Existing Building Envelope Proposed Building Envelope
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Conclusion and Opportunity for a 
wider impact

A response to the challenges posed in re-cladding 
New York’s office stock may be extrapolated 
across a far broader reach. Furthermore, the 
Adaptive Net system could be applied to a building 
that already had an efficient curtain walling system 
simply by strutting through spandrels or panel 
joints and hanging cables off the existing structure. 
Doors could be integrated within existing systems 
without replacing the entire building envelope.

The Adaptive Net creates a conceptual framework 
which, by drawing on specific site conditions, 
expresses the environment of a building’s façade 
for all to see. Whereby historically, office workers 
cocoon themselves from the street in sealed 
buildings; resolving environmental conditions 
within a second skin allows occupants to connect 
with the outdoors to the greater benefit of New 
York as a place to live and work. 


